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In this pack, you can make your own heroine (female character). Because you can
design the heroine's body, hairstyle and makeup, you can create your own unique

heroine. For example, you can make a heroine with large eyes and glasses by using
these hair style and makeup. If you want to design the heroine's "look," you can create

her clothing by using the "Design Tools." In addition to looking unique, you can also
make the heroine wear different types of "accessories" to each other. Of course, these
accessories can be mixed and matched with other clothing and accessories. And also,

it's possible to apply decals to parts of her body to make them look great. By using
these "accessories," you can create a fantastic heroine. Over 25 accessories are

included in this pack. About The Game RPG Maker MZ - Heroine Character Pack 4: In
this pack, you can make your own heroine (female character). Because you can design
the heroine's body, hairstyle and makeup, you can create your own unique heroine. For
example, you can make a heroine with large eyes and glasses by using these hair style
and makeup. If you want to design the heroine's "look," you can create her clothing by
using the "Design Tools." In addition to looking unique, you can also make the heroine

wear different types of "accessories" to each other. Of course, these accessories can be
mixed and matched with other clothing and accessories. And also, it's possible to apply
decals to parts of her body to make them look great. By using these "accessories," you

can create a fantastic heroine. Over 25 accessories are included in this pack. Each
heroine is like a goddess, A beautiful woman with a line on her body, With a heartbeat
of love, Her graceful body being, Filled with the essence of the moon's glow, When all
beings of the world, Have the hearts of the small flowers, Her gentle voice resounds,
Like the boom of a waterfall, Warm kisses to the ear, Like small waves appearing in
front of the eyes, A breeze that caresses the face, Like a gentle melody played on a
violin, Her mirthful eyes spread across the world, A soul of the flower, The flying bird
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spreads its wings, Happiness is born again,
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Features Key:
 Unique leaderboards

 Amazing user performance feedback
 Fishing

 All the time zone support you could ever need
iOS

Android
 Minions and customizable levels
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